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A slicing mechanism facilitates host entry by
plant-pathogenic Phytophthora
Jochem Bronkhorst1, Michiel Kasteel2,3, Stijn van Veen1, Jess M. Clough1, Kiki Kots2,3, Jesse Buijs1,
Jasper van der Gucht1, Tijs Ketelaar 3, Francine Govers 2 and Joris Sprakel 1 ✉
Phytophthora species, classified as oomycetes, are among the most destructive plant pathogens worldwide and pose a substantial threat to food security. Plant pathogens have developed various methods to breach the cuticle and walls of plant cells.
For example, plant-pathogenic fungi use a ‘brute-force’ approach by producing a specialized and fortified invasion organ to
generate invasive pressures. Unlike in fungi, the biomechanics of host invasion in oomycetes remains poorly understood. Here,
using a combination of surface-deformation imaging, molecular-fracture sensors and modelling, we find that Phytophthora
infestans, Phytophthora palmivora and Phytophthora capsici slice through the plant surface to gain entry into host tissues.
To distinguish this mode of entry from the brute-force approach of fungi that use appressoria, we name this oomycete entry
without appressorium formation ‘naifu’ invasion. Naifu invasion relies on polarized, non-concentric, force generation onto the
surface at an oblique angle, which concentrates stresses at the site of invasion to enable surface breaching. Measurements of
surface deformations during invasion of artificial substrates reveal a polarized mechanical geometry that we describe using a
mathematical model. We confirm that the same mode of entry is used on real hosts. Naifu invasion uses actin-mediated polarity, surface adherence and turgor generation to enable Phytophthora to invade hosts without requiring specialized organs or
vast turgor generation.

P

lant pathogens cause huge losses in crop yields with
negative impacts on global food security and economy1,2.
One such pathogen is P, infestans, the causal agent of
late blight, which is responsible for yield losses estimated at
15–20% globally3. Despite breeding efforts, late blight remains challenging to combat mainly due to the high genetic adaptability of
the pathogen4. Unlike P. infestans, P. palmivora and P. capsici have
a broad host range and and cause many destructive diseases—
for example, in cacao and oil palm plantations, and in numerous
vegetable crops5,6.
Many pathogens must gain forcible entry into their host for
successful infection7–11. Fungal and oomycete plant pathogens
face a substantial challenge as the plant features a protective surface consisting of a cuticle and rigid epidermal cell layers7,9,12. The
mechanics of host entry have been studied in detail for the fungus
Magnaporthe oryzae12–15, which employs a brute-force approach:
first it undergoes a switch from polar to non-polar growth to establish an appressorium, a specialized and melanin-fortified invasion structure9 capable of building high turgor pressure14,15 of up
to 8 MPa. After adhering to the host surface16, a penetration peg is
ejected in the centre of the adhesion ring to pierce the host surface13.
Appressorium-mediated invasion in fungi requires both melanins
and septins17–19. Despite the notion that convergent evolution has
provided fungi and oomycetes with similar weaponry to attack and
colonize plants8,20,21, oomycetes lack septins and melanin, ruling out
invasion by brute force. How host entry is achieved by oomycetes
remains elusive. Here we unravel the mechanics of host entry of
Phytophthora spp. and show how these pathogens exploit hyphal
slicing to facilitate host invasion, avoiding the need to form a fortified appressorium.

Results

We begin by observing that invasion of P. infestans into host tissues, represented here by etiolated stems of potato plantlets, consistently occurs by hypha indenting and subsequently invading
host tissues at a distinct oblique angle (Fig. 1a and Supplementary
Video 1). We determine the average angle of invasion, defined relative to the surface normal (Fig. 1b), as θ = 36.2 ± 13.0°. This is in
contrast to true fungi, in which a penetration peg emerges from the
centre of an adhesion ring and enters the host tissue along the substrate normal13,15.
Artificial host mimics. To understand the significance of this
observation, we continue our analysis on artificial hosts, where a
full mechanical analysis is possible. We use polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) substrates as a model surface, as it is transparent, hydrophobic (similar to the cuticle), and has elastic moduli in the range
of reported leaf stiffnesses22,23. We observe that P. infestans invasion
on these substrates occurs in a manner that is qualitatively similar
to that on the natural hosts24 (Fig. 1b); zoospores land on the substrate, encyst and develop a germ tube (stage I). The hypha then
adheres to the substrate and applies an indentation pressure (stage
II). This ultimately leads to surface fracture and host entry (stage
III). Furthermore, invasion on these artificial substrates occurs at an
oblique angle and without the formation of a distinct appressorium
(Fig. 1b and Supplementary Video 2). We determine that, for two
P. infestans strains, 14-3-GFP25 and wt26, invasion into artificial substrates peaks at oblique invasion angles θ of approximately 49 ± 10°
and that this is independent of substrate stiffness (Fig. 1c–f). The
same is observed for two other Phytophthora species, P. palmivora
wt27 (θ ≈ 41 ± 11°; Fig. 1g) and P. capsici wt28 (θ ≈ 42 ± 12°; Fig. 1h).
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Fig. 1 | Phytophthora invades real and artificial hosts at an oblique angle without forming an appressorium. a, Two examples of the oblique angle of
indentation and invasion of P. infestans 14-3-GFP on stems of potato plantlets (24 hpi) revealed by 3D confocal imaging (side view; GFP, green; host
plastids, magenta; dotted line indicates the plant surface). b, Schematic illustration of host entry. Stage I: germination and non-invasive hyphal growth;
stage II: substrate adherence and force application; stage III: surface fracture and invasion. c, Time series from confocal microscopy (side view) showing a
single cyst (P. infestans 14-3-GFP) germinating and invading an elastomeric surface at an oblique angle (dotted line indicates elastomer–medium interface;
Supplementary Video 1). d–i, Angle of invasion for P. infestans (P. inf.) 14-3-GFP (d–f), P. infestans WT (g), P. palmivora (P. palm.) (h) and P. capsici (P. caps.)
(i) at the indicated substrate elasticity (in MPa). Substrate entry occurs at an angle of invasion (θ, x-axis) centred at 41–51° (Supplementary Table 3) and is
independent of the substrate elasticity. N (y-axis) is the number of invasion events monitored in several independent experiments. Scale bars, 5 μm.

Naifu invasion. From fracture mechanics it is known that oblique
indentation, also known as slicing, can facilitate surface fracture29
by localizing stresses at the surface and generating substantial tensile stresses. This effect is, for example, exploited in the single-bevel
design of Japanese kitchen knives and guillotine blades to facilitate
cutting. We hypothesize that Phytophthora spp. exploit hyphal slicing to invade their hosts without needing an appressorium. We call
this the ‘naifu’ mechanism, after the Japanese word for knife. Our
hypothesis leads to three testable predictions: (1) indentation leads
to the propagation of a fracture along the direction of the applied
force, which for oblique angles entails a crack that propagates ahead
of the hypha; (2) to enable oblique application of force, unlike the
radial symmetry observed in fungi, we should observe a polarized
and non-concentric geometry of adhesion and indentation, lacking
circular symmetry, that orients the force application vector; and (3)
in turn, this is predicted to result in polarized surface deformations
during pre-invasion (stage II) that are consistent with the angle of
entry θ after invasion (stage III).
Molecular-fracture sensors. To visualize surface fracture, we incorporate the molecular mechanosensor spiropyran (Supplementary
Figs. 3-7) into PDMS substrates. This sensor optically reveals
mechanical damage by mechanochemical isomerization30,31
(Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2). Invasion of P. infestans into these
fracture-reporting surfaces reveals the predicted scenario; approximately 10–20 min after the start of pressure application, a fluorescent crack propagates ahead of the germ tube (Fig. 2b, Extended
Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary Video 3), in agreement with our
hypothesis of oblique angles, into which the pathogen enters.
Quantifying surface mechanics. To measure the surface deformations induced by the indentation pressure applied by the hypha,

we fluorescently label the substrates. We use three-dimensional
(3D) imaging (Fig. 2c) to measure the intensity profile across the
substrate–medium interface in each pixel. By fitting these intensity profiles normal to the surface to a sigmoidal function, we
extract the surface height Δh (Fig. 2d) with an axial resolution of
approximately 50 nm (Fig. 2e). The resulting surface-deformation
maps reveal a highly polarized mechanical geometry as predicted
(Fig. 2f,g) that breaks the concentric circular symmetry expected
for invasion using an appressorium as utilized by fungi. We observe
distinct and spatially separated zones of adherence (upward deformations) and indentation (downward deformations), the amplitude
of which grow over time until the surface fractures and the pathogen gains entry. These phenomena are similar for both P. infestans
strains (14-3-GFP: Fig. 2f, Extended Data Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Video 4; and wt: Extended Data Fig. 4 and Supplementary Video
6), P. palmivora wild type (WT) (Fig. 2g, Extended Data Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Video 5) and P. capsici WT (Extended Data Fig. 5 and
Supplementary Video 7). These results support our hypothesis and
show that the naifu mechanism is conserved across Phytophthora.
Cyst adhesion has no role in this process—we observe no adhesive
(upward) deformations underneath the cysts (arrows in Extended
Data Fig. 2). Moreover, invasion occurs only after substantial extension of hypha, which have an average length at invasion of 28 ± 8 μm
and a minimum of 8 μm. This illustrates that the hypha itself is the
invasion organ.
Mechanical equilibrium dictates that the indentation force Fi,
and adhesive force Fa, are balanced. On this basis, we have developed a contact-mechanics model that describes naifu invasion
(Fig. 3a). We model spatially separated, but mechanically coupled,
adhesion and indentation sites onto which force is applied at an
angle θ, equal to the angle of-invasion (Fig. 1c–h). We reduce our
data (Fig. 2f) to a line profile of surface deformation Δh(t) for each
Nature Microbiology | www.nature.com/naturemicrobiology
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Fig. 2 | Visualizing the surface mechanics of artificial host entry by Phytophthora. a, Illustration of crack visualization using the fluorogenic mechanosensor
spiropyran, which reports mechanical damage. b, Time-lapse recording of invasion by P. infestans 14-3-GFP (green) shows how a surface crack (magenta),
visualized by mechanoactivation of spiropyran, grows ahead of the growing germ tube consistent with oblique pressure application (Supplementary
Video 2), with t = 0 defined as the moment of crack nucleation. The arrow indicates the nucleus of the surface crack. c, Confocal fluorescence image (side
view) of a germ tube of P. infestans 14-3-GFP (green) indenting a fluorescent elastomer substrate. d, Example of an intensity profile (in arbitrary units, a.u.),
measured in a single voxel, of substrate fluorescence in the h direction (symbols) fitted to a sigmoidal function (solid line) to the substrate height Δh.
e, The distribution of apparent height deviations of a flat elastomer substrate (grey bars) allows determination of the resolution in Δh as the full-width at
half-maximum of a Gaussian fit (solid line) at approximately 50 nm. f,g, Surface-deformation maps during invasion reveal the temporal increase in pressure
application to induce fracture. Data reveal a polar mechanical geometry with separate adhesion and indentation sites, consistent with the naifu mechanism,
for P. infestans 14-3-GFP (f) (Supplementary Video 3) and P. palmivora WT (g) (Supplementary Video 5). Scale bars, 5 μm.

time point. We find quantitative agreement between data and model
in the pre-fracture stages of invasion (Fig. 3b and Supplementary
Video 8). This supports the notion that the polar invasion geometry
emerges from the separation of an indentation site at the hyphal
apex and a posterior site of adherence, separated by approximately
1–2 μm (parameter d in Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9). From these
data, we compute the distribution of compressive and tensile stresses
in the substrate (Fig. 3c), illustrating how oblique indentation
localizes stresses towards the surface and gives rise to substantial
tensile stresses (arrow in Fig. 3c) directed along the surface plane
(Supplementary Fig. 10). We also note that the radius of curvature
at the indentation site, reflected by parameter a1 (Supplementary
Figs. 8 and 9), is sharper than the average hyphal radius just posterior, hinting at morphological shaping of the apex to enhance stress
localization. Combined, these effects lower the pressure required to
induce a surface fracture29.
The magnitude of the invasive force Fi follows from this
analysis. Initially, non-invasive hyphal growth occurs without
detectable forces on the substrate (phase I; Fig. 3d). A switch to
invasive growth leads to an increase of Fi (phase II). After fracture,
hyphae grow into the substrate at relatively constant pressure to
advance the crack (phase III). Additional examples are shown in
Extended Data Fig. 6. Forces are in the range of several μN, both
Nature Microbiology | www.nature.com/naturemicrobiology

for P. infestans (Fig. 3d) and for P. palmivora (Fig. 3e), and in agreement with forces reported for other pathogens32–35. We calculate the
maximum pressure generated at the hypha–substrate contact at the
moment of fracture to be approximately 0.3 MPa.
Disrupting naifu invasion. Naifu invasion involves several key
steps: polarized hyphal growth, substrate adherence and polar force
application. To ascertain the requirement for each of these steps,
we perform a series of experiments in which each is individually
inhibited. As a measure for invasiness, we determine the percentage
of hypha, counting only those with a length of at least 10 μm, that
have successfully breached the substrate. As a reference, P. infestans
wt, on untreated PDMS and in pure water, exhibits an invasion efficiency (IE) of 74 ± 11%, 2 h post-inoculation (hpi) (Fig. 4a,b,k).
First, we manipulate the cytoskeleton, as an orchestrator of cell
polarity during tip growth of walled cells36–38, using latrunculin B
(LatB), which inhibits actin polymerization39. A low dose (0.1 μM)
substantially reduces the IE to 34 ± 10% (Fig. 4k), whereas hyphal
morphology is not affected (Fig. 4c,d); higher doses reduce IE further (Fig. 4k) and cause abnormal hyphal morphologies, as previously reported39. Treatment with LatB also slows down non-invasive
hyphal growth (Fig. 4l); invasive growth is halted completely at 1 μM
(Fig. 4k), while there is still finite non-invasive growth (Fig. 4l).
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Fig. 3 | Quantitative surface mechanics reveal naifu mechanism. a, A linear-elastic contact-mechanics model for invasion by Phytophthora spp.
b, Experimental surface-deformation profiles for P. infestans 14-3-GFP at various time points (t) during invasion (open circles) and corresponding fits to
the mechanical model (solid lines) (see also Supplementary Video 7). c, Predicted stress distributions in the xh-plane in the substrate (surface located
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The arrow indicates a zone of tensile stress that emerges under oblique indentation. A full representation with all elements of the stress tensor is shown
in Supplementary Information Fig. 10. d,e, Total indentation force Fi during invasion by P. infestans (d) and P. palmivora (e), obtained by fitting our model
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This suggests an increased sensitivity to cytoskeletal disruption
during invasion compared with non-invasive hyphal growth. In line
with these observations, we observe that high doses of LatB also
reduce infectivity on leaves (7 d post-inoculation (dpi); Extended
Data Fig. 7). Clearly, actin is an essential coordinator of polarity
both in non-invasive growth and in polar force generation during
invasion, and thus crucial for naifu invasion.
Second, we suppress adhesion of hypha to the substrate,
which is mediated by protein secretions40 and necessary to
balance the indentation force. Adherence is a crucial element of
pathogenicity in various plant pathogens16,41,42. We modify substrates
with a poly(l-lysine)-graft-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG)
copolymer43, which is known to suppress adhesion of a wide
variety of biomolecules44,45. Adhesion suppression results in complete inhibition of invasion (Fig. 4k) without inhibiting hyphal
growth (Fig. 4g,h,l). A similar non-adhesion treatment on leaves
also results in a substantial reduction in infection efficiency at
7 dpi (Extended Data Fig. 7). These data confirm the necessity for
strong host adherence in naifu invasion on both model substrates
and real hosts.
Finally, we modulate the invasive pressure that Phytophthora
can generate by increasing the osmotic pressure Π of the medium14.
Turgor generation is well-established to be a pre-requisite for pathogen invasion. We observe strong suppression of invasion efficiency
at Π > 1.3 MPa at 2 hpi (Fig. 4k). We also note that these high pressures lead to reduced growth rates (Fig. 4l) and a strong reduction in the germination efficiency (Fig. 4i,j). Generation of turgor
is thus essential for invasion, with an estimated maximum turgor

of between 1.3 and 2.8 MPa. This also illustrates that not all turgor is converted into pressure at the invasion site; the maximum
invasion pressure of 0.3 MPa is approximately 10–20% of the maximum turgor, in agreement with findings for the oomycete Pythium
graminicola46.

Discussion

Our data provide a picture of the mechanical strategy of host entry
by Phytophthora. We find that these oomycetes invade hosts by a
naifu mechanism, in which polar force application under an oblique
angle facilitates surface failure and mediates host entry. We also
show how cell polarization, substrate adherence and turgor generation are essential for naifu invasion. Despite the common use of the
term appressorium when referring to a hyphal swelling at the point
of host entry by Phytophthora spp., our observations of polar force
application and the hypha itself as the invasion organ are incompatible with the definition of appressoriogenesis as involving a switch
from polar to non-polar growth and the establishment of a new cell
identity9. These findings warrant a critical reflection of the use of
the term appressorium when describing oomycete invasion mechanisms. Moreover, the naifu mode of entry is in distinct contrast to
the brute-force approach used by fungi12–15,32,47. As a consequence,
fungicides that suppress force generation in fungi, for example, by
targeting melanin-biosynthesis pathways, are not effective in controlling oomycetes. We have shown how Phytophthora invasion can
be inhibited by cytoskeletal disruption or by blocking adhesion.
These insights could lead to the identification of new targets in the
search for effective control measures.
Nature Microbiology | www.nature.com/naturemicrobiology
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Methods

Biological material. Phytophthora strains used in this study are P. infestans
14-3-GFP and WT (88069), P. palmivora WT (Pp6390) and P. capsici WT (BYA5).
Details and growth conditions are described in the Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Table 1. Potato (Solanum tuberosum) cultivar Bintje is
propagated on tissue culture medium as described previously48. To obtain etiolated
plantlets, in vitro grown plants are decapitated and placed in the dark for 2–4
weeks. Nicotiana benthamiana Cf-4 sobir1/sobir1-like (Nb-sobir1)49 plants are
grown in soil in the greenhouse for 6 weeks and the youngest leaves (>3 cm in
diameter) are collected for detached-leaf assays.
In planta observations. Shoots from etiolated potato plantlets are cut in stem
sections of 1 cm in length. These are stained in toluidine blue (0.05 mg ml−1 in
10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) for 30 min, and subsequently rinsed 3 times in water. Each
stem section is transferred to a well (Ibidi micro-Slide 8 well, uncoated) filled with
0.5 ml of a P. infestans 14-3-GFP zoospore suspension (105 zoospores per ml).
Then, 1 mm glass beads are added to the well to manoeuvre the stem section in the
correct focal plane for imaging.
Artificial substrates. Elastomers are prepared by spin coating pre-mixed Sylgard
184 base:crosslinker mixtures in ratios 30:1 (0.6 MPa), 10:1 (1.5 MPa) and 5:1
(1.8 MPa) onto cleaned no. 1 coverslips at 2,000 rpm, resulting in 33 μm layers.
The Young’s modulus, the elastic constant for uniaxial tensile deformations, of the
substrates is determined on a home-built indentation setup, described in detail
elsewhere50 (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 2). Cysts are loaded
onto the surfaces in a 70 μl droplet (~105 cells per ml) and placed inside bespoke
3D-printed sample chambers to minimize evaporation.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy. Three-dimensional confocal images are
recorded on a Nikon C2 CSLM, equipped with a ×60, 1.40 NA immersion objective,
at a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels (212 × 212 μm2) in the xy plane and a 0.5 μm step
size in the axial (z) direction, at a stack acquisition rate of 0.5 min−1. In all imaging
Nature Microbiology | www.nature.com/naturemicrobiology

experiments, we minimize the illumination intensity (2% of 15 mW at 488 nm and
4% at 15 mW at 561 nm) as high light doses were found to inhibit germination and
invasive growth. All confocal fluorescence images shown are false-coloured from
greyscale raw data. Microscopy images shown in Fig. 1c and Extended Data
Fig. 7a,b are shown with a fire lookup table to improve visual contrast.
Image analysis. To detect the germ tube in image analysis, we threshold and
binarize images recording either the cytosolic GFP channel (for P. infestans
14-3-GFP) or inverted images recorded on non-fluorescent WT species
(P. infestans, P. palmivora and P. capsici) invading fluorescently tagged PDMS.
In each xy slice, the centroid of the germ tube is detected using the regionprops
function in MatLab, from which the centroid contour of the germ tube can be
reconstructed; the centroid contour is then used to determine the angle of invasion
with respect to the substrate normal.
Molecular-fracture sensor. A functionalized spiropyran is used as a switch-on
fluorescent fracture sensor. The molecule is synthesized by adapting the procedure
of Davis et al.30 (Supplementary Information and Supplementary Figs. 2–6) and
features two vinyl groups placed on opposite sides of the scissile spiro bond. This
results in incorporation into the elastomer as a crosslinker during curing and
ensures force transmission from the elastomer onto the mechanosensitive probe.
We have validated that detection of merocyanine fluorescence emission is only
due to mechanical activation by a control experiment using a spiropyran of the
same chemical design that is not mechanically coupled to the PDMS network
(Supplementary Fig. 7). After synthesis and purification, the dye is added to
the uncured PDMS mixture at 10 mg probe per g PDMS mixture. Preparation
and characterization of the surfaces and imaging experiments are conducted as
described above. Due to the low emission intensity of these fluorogenic probes,
images shown in the main text are subjected to a Fourier-space bandpass treatment
(lower threshold: 2 pixels, upper threshold 40 pixels, applied homogeneously to all
images and between images) to suppress spurious single-pixel noise; examples of
non-bandpass-filtered images are shown in Supplementary Fig. 11 for reference.

Articles
Surface-deformation profiling. Fluorescent PDMS elastomer substrates are
prepared by adding 15 μl of a 2 mM solution of Pyrromethene 650 (Exciton) in
toluene for every gram of PDMS mixture. Substrates are spincoated as described
above and prepared fresh before each experiment to minimize dye degradation
during storage. Three-dimensional image stacks of the elastomer–water interface
during pathogen invasion are recorded at a resolution of 0.41 × 0.41 × 0.5 μm3 and
an acquisition rate of 0.5 min−1. Image stacks are analysed in a custom MatLab
routine to extract the surface profile; for each xy pixel, the z-intensity profile of
the Pyrromethene 650 channel is fitted to a sigmoidal function to obtain the local
surface height with a determined sub-pixel resolution of ~50 nm (Fig. 2e and
Supplementary Information).
Mechanical model of invasion. We model the contact mechanics of invasion
by a minimal linear-elastic model that describes the force balance between the
indentation force applied by the pathogen and the force of adherence to the
substrate. The forces generated by the pathogen are described as a Hertzian stress
distribution51 over two elliptical regions—with characteristic dimensions ai and
bi (with subscript i = 1 for indentation site and 2 for adhesion site)—which are
spatially separated by a distance d, and mechanically coupled. The substrate is
treated as a linear-elastic half space. In the calculations, the Poisson ratio of the
elastomer is taken to be 0.45, its modulus 0.58 MPa, as determined experimentally,
and pressure is applied at an oblique angle of 49°. The model was fitted to the
experimental data using the geometrical parameters and total indentation force
Fi as adjustable parameters, using a simulated-annealing algorithm, described
in the Supplementary Information. The good agreement between model and
experimental data breaks down once a surface-fracture nucleates, since fracture
leads to non-linear deformations not captured by the linear-elastic model;
however, by fitting the adhesive portion of the deformation profiles an
estimate of the applied force can still be obtained during this final phase of the
mechanical invasion.
Latrunculin B treatment. To perturb the organized actin cytoskeleton of
pathogens during invasion, we follow the procedure established previously for
P. infestans, which revealed a dose-dependent inhibition of germ tube growth
upon exposure to the drug LatB, which suppresses actin polymerization39,52. LatB
solubilized in DMSO is added to the zoospore suspension just before inoculation of
the PDMS substrates to final concentrations of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 mM LatB and 1 vol%
DMSO, and, as a control, 1 vol% DMSO without LatB. We determine the invasion
efficiency as the percentage of germinated cysts that have successfully fractured the
artificial surface at 2 hpi. The hyphal growth rate is determined from the average
germ tube length at 2 hpi for all germinated cysts, both invasive and non-invasive,
in the field of view.
Adhesion suppression. To observe the effect of adhesion on pathogen invasivity
on PDMS substrates, we pre-treat the elastomeric surfaces with a PLL-g-PEG graft
copolymer following established procedures43 known to suppress biomolecular
adhesion and biofouling44,45. After spin coating and curing, PDMS surfaces are
briefly exposed to an oxygen plasma followed by incubation in a 0.1 mg ml−1
solution of the PLL-g-PEG polymer (SuSoS Surface Technology, backbone
PLL: Mw = 24.7 kg mol−1, polydispersity index = 1.18, PEG grafts: molecular
mass = 2.2 kg mol−1, grafting ratio = 3.2). After rinsing with deionized water,
substrates are used to determine invasion efficiencies and hyphal growth rates as
described above.
Osmotic counter pressure. We manipulate the maximum differential pressure
between cell interior and exterior by adding PEG2000 as a calibrated osmolyte53, as
was done previously for fungi14. Osmolyte is added to cysts from a stock solution
to achieve osmotic pressures of Π = 0.5 MPa (85 mM PEG2000), 1.3 MPa (128 mM
PEG2000) and 2.8 MPa (170 mM PEG2000). The cyst–osmolyte mixtures are
applied to fluorescent PDMS substrates and invasion efficiencies and hyphal
growth rates are determined 2 hpi as described above.
Infection assays. Detached leaves of Nb-sobir1 plants are used to test the
effects of LatB and surface adhesion on infection efficiency of P. infestans.
Detached-leaf assays are performed as described54. Leaves are inoculated by
applying 10 μl droplets of a P. infestans WT zoospore suspension (105 zoospores per
ml) onto the abaxial side. For LatB treatment, LatB dissolved in DMSO is added
to the zoospore suspension. The final concentrations are 1 or 0.1 μM LatB with 1%
DMSO, and 1% DMSO without LatB and pure water as controls. For testing surface
adhesion, a non-adhesive coating is sprayed on the abaxial side of the leaves
prior to drop inoculation. The polymer, poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate
(PEGMA), was previously shown to suppress fungal pathogen adhesion to
leaves55. It is similar to the PLL-g-PEG polymer described above, but instead
of a cationic backbone (used for activated PDMS binding), PEGMA has a
hydrophobic backbone and therefore binds better to the cuticle. PEGMA is
prepared as described55. After spraying with a 10 wt% PEGMA solution in 80/20
water/isopropanol, the leaves are dried for 5 min, rinsed with deionized water
and inoculated. Infection efficiency is determined at 7 dpi as the percentage of
inoculated spots that show distinct lesions.
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Statistics and reproducibility. We report the following sample sizes for the data
presented in this article. Figure 1a: n = 15, 5 independent experiments; Fig. 1d:
n = 200, 8 independent experiments; Fig. 1e: n = 303, 3 independent experiments;
Fig. 1f: n = 126, 2 independent experiments; Fig. 1g: n = 115, 2 independent
experiments; Fig. 1h: n = 94, 2 independent experiments; Fig. 1i: N = 68, 3
independent experiments.
Figure 2b and Extended Data Fig. 1: n = 19, 3 independent experiments;
Fig. 2f and Extended Data Fig. 2: n = 6, 3 independent experiments; Fig. 2g and
Extended Data Fig. 3: n = 7, 3 independent experiments; Extended Data Fig. 3:
n = 6, 4 independent experiments; Extended Data Fig. 4: n = 8, 4 independent
experiments; Fig. 3d and Extended Data Fig. 6, for P. infestans: n = 3, 3 independent
experiments, for P. palmivora: n = 2, 2 independent experiments; Fig. 4, control:
n = 111, 10 fields of view, 2 independent experiments; 1% DMSO: n = 106, 8 fields
of view, 2 independent experiments; 100 nM LatB: n = 368, 8 fields of view, 2
independent experiments; 500 nM LatB: n = 142, 9 fields of view, 2 independent
experiments; 1 mM LatB: n = 153, 8 fields of view, 2 independent experiments;
PEG-g-PLL: n = 74, 16 fields of view, 2 independent experiments; +5.0 bar osmotic
pressure: n = 105, 4 fields of view, 2 independent experiments; +13.2 bar osmotic
pressure: n = 45, 4 fields of view, 2 independent experiments; +27.8 bar osmotic
pressure: n = 20, 4 fields of view, 2 independent experiments; Extended Data Fig. 7,
positive control LatB: n = 48 leaves, 4 independent experiments; negative control:
n = 20 leaves, 1 independent experiment; 1% DMSO: n = 8 leaves, 1 independent
experiments; 100 nM LatB: n = 20 leaves, 3 independent experiments; 1 mM LatB:
n = 48 leaves, 4 independent experiments; positive control PEGMA:
n = 16 leaves, 2 independent experiments; PEGMA coating: n = 16 leaves, 2
independent experiments.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

Raw data associated with the figures in this manuscript have been archived at
https://doi.org/10.4121/14115461 and are publicly available at https://data.4tu.
nl/articles/dataset/Data_underlying_the_publication_Phytophthora_pathogens_
exploit_slicing_action_for_host_invasion/14115461. Source data are provided with
this paper.

Code availability

All data analysis algorithms used to perform the work presented in this manuscript
were written by the authors using MatLab (v.2018b) and have been made publicly
available at https://github.com/jorissprakel/Phytopthora_invasion.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Spiropyran fracture sensor reveals locus of surface invasion by the pathogen. Additional examples of time series that reveal the
time and locus of crack nucleation by invasion of P. infestans - 14:3 eGFP into a force-sensor elastomer substrate. We define t = 0 min as the moment of
crack nucleation. All scale bars represent 5 μm.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Additional time series of surface deformations during invasion of elastomer substrates by P. infestans – 14:3 eGFP. Colors indicate
surface deformations in micrometers. Red: positive deformations due to adhesion; blue: negative deformations due to indentation. Arrows in b point to the
location of the cyst, showing weak indentation but no adhesion. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Additional time series of surface deformations during invasion by P. palmivora – wt. Colors indicate surface deformations in
micrometers. Red: positive deformations due to adhesion, blue: negative deformations due to indentation. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Time series of surface deformations during invasion on elastomer substrates by P. infestans – wt. Colors indicate surface
deformations in micrometers. Red: positive deformations due to adhesion, Blue: negative deformations due to indentation. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Time series of surface deformations pathogenic invasion on elastomer substrates by P. capsici – wt. Colors indicate surface
deformations in micrometers. Red: positive deformations due to adhesion, blue: negative deformations due to indentation. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Mechanical invasion exhibits three stages. Two additional examples of total indentation force Fi as a function of time (t) for the
mechanical invasion of P. infestans - 14:3 eGFP into 0.58 MPa elastomer substrates, exhibiting three temporal stages (see Fig. 1a): I) germ tube growth is
observed but no detectable surface deformations occur, II) pressure application increases until a fracture nucleates, III) pathogen invades into the crack
opening, during which the crack propagates at relatively constant force.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Leaf infection assays. a, Detached leaf assay to test the effect of cytoskeletal disruption with LatB on P.inf-wt infectivity on
Nb-sobir1 leaves. b, Detached leaf assay to test the effect of a non-adhesion coating on P.inf-wt infectivity on Nb-sobir1 leaves. Leaf images are deep-red
images that reveal lesions as bright orange-white zones (a-b). Schematic illustrations created with BioRender.com. c, Infectivity, determined as the
percentage of inoculated spots that show a clear lesion 7dpi, for various controls and treatments, showing clear reduction in pathogenicity for high LatB
concentrations and the non-adhesion coating. Numbers N indicate the total number of leaves tested for each sample.
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